Private
Waters

In Thatcherism's second term,
privatisation became a buzzword. Now,
with water, it is beginning to sour.
Christopher Huhne assesses the
experience of privatisation, and
overleaf Rosalind Coward looks at why
water is different
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he politics of privatisation have
always been symbolic. After
all, the most long-standing
definition of socialism is that it
aims at the public ownership of the
means of production. Privatisation was
the policy which came to represent not
merely the Thatcherite change, but the
Thatcherite challenge to all the postwar
orthodoxies. Not only was it a new departure, but it also contradicted the very
belief in the historical inevitability of
socialism. If privatisation could be made
to look modern, socialism could made to
look old-fashioned. It was a stab at the
ideological heart of the opposition.
Moreover, the modernism of the return to
private ownership could also be embedded in the political consciousness by
dispersing share ownership through the
aspirant working and middle classes.
The stakes, as ministers increasingly
found, were surprisingly high.
Nevertheless, the policy was launched
almost by accident. TVue, there had been
the tit-for-tat exchange of public for private ownership between the Labour and
Conservative governments of the 50s and
60s over steel. But it was a fainthearted
skirmish in which neither side was for

long intent on dramatically altering the
outlines of the Butskellite mixed economy The policy of privatisation is quite
different. First and foremost, it has
reshaped the political debate to such an
extent that Labour finds a commitment
fully to reverse the sales quite impossible, and indeed there are relatively few
people even in the Labour movement who
would want to.
Clearly, privatisation has come a long,
long way from itsfirst,oblique mention in
the Conservative election manifesto of
1979. At that time, even the word had not
yet been coined. There was explicit mention only of selling back 'the recentlynationalised aerospace and shipbuilding
concerns ... we aim to sell shares in the
National Freight Corporation to the general public'. A decade later, the policy is
perceived by the government as one of its
enduring successes. By the end of 1989,
18 companies will have been privatised.
This is about a third of all the industries
owned by the state in 1979, a group which
in turn accounted for 10% of the output
produced in Britain and which employed
more than 2m people.
The poll evidence is ambiguous about
the impact which this massive program-

me of change is having on opinion. At the
end of April 1989, Gallup found that 14%
of its sample thought that there should be
more privatisation, while 41% felt that
the balance was about right and 38%
favoured more nationalisation. The most
worrying feature of the polls for the
government is that its two most imminent
privatisations - water and electricity are both far less popular than alternative
candidates and, indeed, far less popular
than the similar privatisations of British
Tfelecom or British Gas in the past.
According to Gallup, only afifthof those
polled in February believed that electricity should be sold off while 68% said that
privatisation was a bad idea. In the case
of water, the pros rated only 15% to the
antis' 75%. This is half or less of the
support for the privatisation of British
Ifelecom when it was sold.
Opinion poll evidence, of course, does
not tell you how much people care about
the issue alongside all the others with
which they are confronted. The question
of ownership rarely ranks in the top few
answers to the question of which are the
most important issues in Briton today
(and the issue that has been number one
for most of Mrs Thatcher's prime minis-
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tership, unemployment, has conspicuously failed to move votes). This may
be because people do not care in general
about private or public ownership, but it
seems just as plausible to suggest that
the Conservatives have found an issue
where most people disapprove only mildly but some people - notably the beneficiaries of the cheap shares - approve
very strongly. In short, privatisation has
become merely the most recent and most
successful example of pork-barrel politics. The costs of cheap share-issues fall
on the unknowing public and are widely
spread, while the benefits accrue to the
new shareholders and are concentrated.
It is the right-wing version of the leftwing public spending programme which
distributes from the many to the few

'Privatisation
istlie
right-¥rine
version of the
left-vring
publicspending
programme
Over the decade since 1979, the It'easury
wfiicli
estimates that the number of shareholders has risen from 3m to 9m, or one in
distributes
five of the adult population. This is a
from the
whole new political constituency of propmany
to the
erty-owners, as the Tbries' election mailshots to people who bought privatised
few'

shares showed. (The economic significance of this spreading ownership is
another matter: the shareholdings are so
small that the proportion of shares owned by institutions like pension funds and
life assurance companies has continued
to rise despite the enormous increase in
the number of shareholders. On one estimate, the institutions own more than
three-quarters of all equities quoted on
the London Stock Exchange).
I eanwhile, the remaining
utilities are on the slipway.
Water and electricity are
I already being advertised
on prime-time television, a sure sign that
their prices will be sufficiently attractive
to ensure that Fred and Alice make a
small but gratifying profit by speculating on the issues (unless a crash intervenes). The coal industry is possible,
and the railways could go too. By the end
of this parliament, the momentum of
privatisation will have dismantled Morrison's legacy of nationalised industries
brick by crumbling brick.
The trend is also catching on internationally, although an IMF study' argues
that it is not quite as popular overseas as
ministers' public relations sometimes
suggests. Apart from Britain, only
France has had an extensive privatisation
programme although even there the proceeds are equivalent to just one year's
sales in Britain. The Japanese are selling
Nippon Ifelegraph and Tblephone, and
there have been privatisations in Chile,
Malaysia, Niger and Turkey However,
sales in Germany and Italy have been
little more than tidying-up operations.
The irony though, is that the British
drive to privatise still looks more like a
felicitous accident than a carefullydesigned scheme to revive the economy A
major reason for the acceleration of asset
sales under Nigel Lawson's chancellorship since 1983 was the happy sideeffect of reducing the Public Sector Borrowing Requirement - the budget deficit
caused by spending more than revenue.

This released the Treasury from an uncomfortable hook by allowing a more
expansionary budgetary policy than
would otherwise have occurred. By
curious accounting convention, asset
sales count as negative public spending.
In other words, the more you sell, the
more you reduce public spending (and
therefore borrowing). At a time when the
government and the markets were making a fetish of borrowing limits, asset
sales allowed higher public spending or
lower taxes than would otherwise have
been the case. They were one way the
Treasury could wriggle out of its highlyrestrictive borrowing limits at a time of
record unemployment.
The criticism that the government was
'selling the family silver', in Harold Macmillan's splendidly emotive phrase, was
always wide of the mark. Indeed, it is
very hard to see in economic theory why
there should be any difference to the
government if it finances its deficit by
getting cash in exchange for issuing
bonds - promises to pay interest in the
future - or if it finances its deficit by
selling assets - which are entitlements to
a stream of income in the future. If the
capital markets are working efficiently,
it should be impossible to tdl which is the
better course of action to take. This is a
closely-related result to the famous
theorem of Franco Modigliani, for which
he won the Nobel prize for economics. He
pointed out that the market value of a
firm does not depend on the particular
mix of equity (shares) or debt (say, bank
finance) in its funds. Iffirmsfound that it
was cheaper to raise money through borrowing than through the issue of shares,
the relative cost would begin to change
until it became equal. The government's
net worth - its assets minus its debt - is
also the same whether itfinancesa deficit
by borrowing or by selling assets.

takeover may encourage the management. Like most ordinary joint stock
companies, they face competitive pressure in the markets for their products, for
their inputs and for their capital.
With this type of company, theory suggests that the switch from public to
private ownership makes more sense.
Any conflict between social and private
objectives is likely to be smaller in competitive markets than in mcmopoly ones.
A competitive market means that the
prices of goods and services will be
fairly set to reflect demand and supply,
which ensures that resources are
efficiently allocated. Private ownership
may in turn encourage another type of
efficiency: internal or X-efficiency,
which is the more efficient production of
a given good or service for fewer inputs of
labour, land and capitals The private
owner, or his or her manager, has more
incentive to save costs than a public
sector manager who will receive no extra
reward if he or she does.
I evertheless, the evidence that
privately-owned companies
perform better in competitive
I markets than publicly-owned
ones is not conclusive. Vickers and Yarrow' quote a study of the performance of
the privately-owned Canadian Pacific
against the competing, publicly-owned
Canadian National railway It concludes:
'Public ownership is not inherently less
efficient than private ownership' and that
the 'oft-noted inefficiency of government
enterprises stems from the isolation of
effective competition rather than public
ownership per se'. Other work in North
American markets where public and private enterprise compete differs depending on the sector. Overall, Vickers and
Yarrow conclude that private ownership
is probably more efficient, when operating in a competitive market, simply because more of it survives.
The real economic arguments about privat- If the company is operating in a market
isation should revolve around whether the over which it has substantial control
companies work better in the private or because of lack of competition, then the
in the public sector. The public claims arguments about ownership and efficienabout the relative economic efficiency of cy are quite different. Internal efficiency
privately-owned companies, or the be- - reducing costs to produce a given
nefits of rolling back the frontiers of the bundle of output - may be increased if
state, are not as clear cut as ministers ownership changes, but only if private
like to argue. The more the theorists owners establish better monitoring of
write about the subject, the clearer it performance. However, if the monopoly
becomes that the simple idea that many company is able merely to raise prices to
of the former nationalised industries its customers, it is quite possible that it
could operate independently of govern- will not even bother to make extensive
ment scrutiny is so much eyewash. The gains in internal efficiency. After all, it
real choice is between actually owning has less incentive to do so. Indeed, estabthe businesses, and regulating them hshing high pay in an industry is one way
tightly. The government is simply not of preventing new competitors from engoing to be able to wash its hands of most tering the market. There are certainly
plenty of examples of private-sector
of the privatised industries.
The key determinant of whether the monopolies which have not traditionally
government can take its hands off the benefited from internal efficiency,
tiller is whether the companies are oper- including Mrs Thatcher's current
ating in a competitive market. If they bete noire, the independent television
are, then it can safely let the manage- companies.
ment get on with it. Companies like
The sensible response of policy is to
Jaguar or Amersham International must introduce as much competition as possiperform, or they will lose market share, ble into the market, either by splitting up
sales and profits. If they do not perform, public corporations or encouraging new
there are plenty of companies big enough competitors. Yet the government, until its
to make a takeover bid. Even the threat of recent proposals on electricity, has been
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Unfortunately, your
water isn't as clean as some
people would like you to believe.
Despite promises from the Government, Britain has failed to comply
with EEC standards on drinking water.
Which means that millions of people
are still exposed to illegal levels of pesticides, aluminium, nitrate or lead. Friends
of the Earth is the one independent
watchdog which is actively fighting for
cleaner drinking water. To continue
that work, we need your help. So
why not make a real investment
in clean water and support
our Water Campaign.
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FREEPOST, 80 Lawrence Road, London N15 4BR.

Friends of the Earth
THE EARTH NEEDS ALL THE FRIENDS IT CAN GET
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t» pollute it. The purity of water
is a pecnliarly-powerfnl symbol
in this discourse: it is a fundanwotal natural reMHirce,
available Itar the benefit of the
planet were it not (or huraant
ind'k interventions. Attached In
tbia new perception of the
planet is a discourse of custDdiaaship, a sense of collective
monl responsibility to tiie
planet and its species.
But the proUeBi is that the
idea of a moral custody and
guardianship on behalf of a future generation is eompleteiy at
odds with the language of acquisition and exploitatiNi which
has accompanied these flotations. The attempt to represent
water as an industry, involving
nrilHons of pounds of expenditure and representing tiie possibHIty of gain, tangles with
pnbHe fears about the exploilathn of nature. The pilvstlsallan
caapai^ has tried to place water on the side of science. Something which is emphasised by
the HjOwnershlp campaign,
which reminds the public of the
sdeartiAc deGnltlon of water
and thereflape links water to an
industrial process of transfiir'
mstloiu But this runs ship bang
into the pnUk perception of
science and industry as the
causa of the current problems
with the water snpplj:
The public is currently in oo
mood ID be awed by the masshe
indnitrial transftarmathai of na-

very slow to recognise the case for competition as opposed to a change in ownership. British Gas was left intact, and BT
has had to contend only with Mercury. A
much more sensible solution might have
been to split the industry up, as the
Americans did with AT&T. If competition is not introduced, or if it cannot be
introduced because the industry is
effectively a natural monopoly like the
water businesses, then the government
choice is between public ownership
and regulated private ownership.
That is where we are with the existing
privatisations, and where we will be
later with water.
The impact on the economy will take time to

assess, but it is not going to be easy to do
so. Productivity changes may be one
proxy for internal efficiency. The evidence so far is that different rates of
productivity growth in the public-sector
companies bear little relationship to
whether the company is on the slipway to
privatisation. Matthew Bishop and John
Kay conclude that 'gains in British Coal

*Apartfrom
Britain,
only France
lias iiad an
extensive
privatisation
programme*

ture. On the contrary they are
hiflightErom suchthiags. Thus,
when the privetisation campaign produces the image of a
sdf-flitlsfied toy dock smoking
a
cigar,
rocommBading
HiOwnership, it is inserted inm
a oentat wlKie the puMic have
already identified materialistic
self-interest as the canse of tbe
destruction of nature.
The fact is that water isn't any
more natural than steel or gas.
Nor does it Involve auy less
industrial
tnnsSnrmation.
What^) mere, the ear|y cam*
palgns for water privatisation
msy well have been useful in
renindbig the public about Jvst
bow much water we use and
bow nuin> processes tap into
our supply. The proUem was
Aey also reminded us about
how much we deposit into the
supply; unwittfaigly evnking the
dlscnulons already in pl^y
aoHng tiK environmentalists.
TlK gloriflcation of sewage and
the use of water to wash indnstrfad processes could not have
been mora out of much with a
population whose preoccupation with tbelr bowels had mm
extended into the bowels of the
earth.
If water privatisation fails to
find proper public support, it
may well ultinutdy be because
of higher iaterest rates. But the
fact that eeniomics might ultimately prevail canmt disguise
the fact that,forthefirsttime in
10 yeark, there are ideohigical
cumots stranger than Thatcher's at pta)iL9
Rosalind Coward

and British Steel (where privatisation
has not been in prospect until recently)
and the electricity supply industry have
matched those in British Gas and the
poorest performance since 1983 comes
from the flagship of privatisation, British
Tblecom'^ However, a conclusive study
would have to compare similar industries in the public and private sector.
Another measure is profitability. There
has been a large difference between the
profits as a percentage of the replacement cost of capital - the rate of return between the public and private sectors.
In 1985, for example, industrial and commercial companies earned 21.3% against
2.6% for public corporations. But the
closing of the profits gap with private
business is not necessarily a good indicator of increased efficiency, since it may
come about due to more vigorous exploitation of monopoly power to levy high
prices. There are, as a Lloyds Bank report^ makes clear, plenty of loopholes in
British Tfelecom's regulation and pricing
rules.
Nor will it be enough to see whether the

prices charged to consumers have risen
more slowly than before. One danger of a
regulated regime is that the company
'captures' the regulators so that they
become ineffective; however, there is also
the opposite danger that excessivelystrict regulation of output prices - or the
fear of excessively-strict future regulation - leads to under-investment in plant
and equipment. This, indeed, was one of
the original reasons proposed for utility
nationalisation: the rate of return required by the private owners in assessing
investment possibilities was perceived to
be higher than the social one. (This argument is used by the Labour Party to
justify the renationalisation of British
Tfelecom, which will not lay two-way information technology cables to every
household). Willy-nilly, the government or
its agencies are going to have to be
involved in the decisions of those privatised companies which continue to enjoy a
monopoly.
here is, though, not much doubt
that Britain's public corporations
performed
poorly
through the 76s. The profits
gap was too large to be explained by the
nationalised industries' pursuit of social
objectives (for example, British Rail
subsidising commuter services to avoid
city congestion). Productivity growth
was also low, and the rate of return on
capital abysmal. A sharp change in regime was certainly called for, and even the
preparation for private ownership seems
to have produced substantial results. It
may be that big and bureaucratic corporations, like economies in some
Schumpeterian or Mancur Olson view of
the world, benefit from occasionally
being shaken by the scruff of the neck.
Fifty years on, renationalisation may be
needed to put them all on their toes.
Indeed, it is a further irony, given the
political mileage which the government
seeks to make from privatisation, that
many of the original nationalisations
were pushed through not by an ideologically-motivated socialist government but
by the Ibry government and Tbry municipalities in the 30s. A recurrent problem
in electricity supply, for example, was
that the regulation which the authorities
rightly thought was necessary to stop an
abuse of a local monopoly in turn led to
under-investment in generating assets.
There may simply be a certain range of
industries, largely effective natural
monopolies, which need the discipline of
being periodically shuttle-cocked between the public and the private sector. •
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ukuyama commences his argument with a defence
of Hegel against Marx. He suggests that ideas and
ideologies rather than material circumstances are
the ultimate arbiter of history. In particular he cites
Alexandre Kojdve, a French intellectual who followed Hegel
and who became influential in the 1930s, in support of the idea
that history ended in 1806 with the Battle of Jena, Napoleon's
defeat of the Prussian monarchy, and the triumph of the
principles of the French Revolution. From that moment,
Fukuyama argues, following Hegel and Kojeve, history was
simply a matter of extending the principles of the French
Revolution.
To quote Fukuyama: 'For Kojeve, as for all good Hegelians,
understanding the underlying processes of history requires
understanding developments in the realm of consciousness or
ideas, since consciousness will ultimately remake the real
world in its own image. To say that history ended in 1806
meant that mankind's ideological evolution ended in the
ideals of the French or American Revolutions: while particular regimes in the real world might not implement these ideals
fully, their theoretical truth is absolute and could not be
improved upon.'
Fukuyama sees major challenges to liberalism (by which
he means liberal capitalism, namely a combination of the
free market and political democracy) in terms of fundamental ideologies, given this insistence on the primary role
of social consciousness. He argues that there have only been
two such fundamental challenges, fascism and communism.
He argues that fascism has clearly failed, and that communism, its most formidable adversary, is now also seen to have
failed.
He suggests that with 'the receding of the class issue',
support for communism in the Western world has declined.
Meanwhile, in Asia, there has been a phenomenal expansion in
the appeal of 'liberalism', with the postwar success of Japan,
about which Fukuyama expresses a certain reservation, and
more recently with the rapid growth of the newlyindustrialising countries in Asia like South Korea.
Fukuyama sees the economic reforms in China as the spread
of liberalism there too, albeit in an early and ill-developed
form. But he argues that, 'It is developments in the Soviet
Union . . . that have put the final nail in the coffin of the
marxist-leninist alternative to liberal democracy'. He goes
on: 'What has happened in the four years since Gorbachev's
coming to power is a revolutionary assault on the most
fundamental institutions and principles of Stalinism, and their
replacement by other principles which do not amount to
liberalism per se but whose only connecting thread is liberalism.'
Thus he sees the economic reforms as remorselessly leading in a market direction. 'If the bulk of the present economic
reform proposals were put into effect, it is hard to know how
the Soviet economy would be more socialist than those of
other Western countries with large public sectors.' Likewise
he sees the political reforms as an attack not only on Stalinism
but leninism, leading ultimately to some form of political
democracy.
With the death of fascism and communism, Fukuyama sees
no fundamental ideological competitors left for liberal capitalism, dismissing the claims of nationalism and religion in
this context. We are witnessing the 'unabashed victory of
economic and political liberalism', 1806 has finally come of
age, it is 'the end of history'.
He goes on: 'The end of history will be a very sad time.
The struggle for recognition, the willingness to risk one's
life for a purely abstract goal, the worldwide ideological
struggle that called forth daring, courage, imagination, and
idealism will be replaced by economic calculation, the endless
solving of technical problems, environmental concerns, and
the satisfaction of sophisticated consumer demands.' He
concludes: 'Perhaps this very prospect of centuries of boredom at the end of history will serve to get history started once
again.'
Francis Fukuyama is deputy director of the US State Department's policy planning staff. His 10,000-word article appeared in the summer issue of the right-wing journal The
National Interest. •

The End
Of History?
This summer an article by Francis Fukuyama
became all the rage in Washington. In it he argued
that liberal capitalism had triumphed, that history
had finally come to an end. We summarise
Fukuyama's argument, together with responses
from Jonathan Steele, Edward Mortimer and
Gareth Stedman Jones
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